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Chapter 15

Religion and the Management
of the Commons. The Sacred Forests
of Epirus
Kalliopi Stara, Rigas Tsiakiris, Vasilis Nitsiakos and John M. Halley

Abstract Sacred natural sites (SNS), and especially forests, constitute almost
certainly the world’s oldest conservation systems. The reasons for their maintenance are related very often with concrete ways of managing local resources and
ecosystems, through religious rules. In Zagori and Konitsa, NW Greece sacred
forests exist in most villages. Their vegetation and forest structure variety along
with cultural elements, such as identities of the communities who had established
them, the purpose of their establishing, the different rituals implemented for their
transformation from profane to sacred, associated taboos, and their particular history create their unique character. Accepted uses in sacred forests are depended to
the purpose of their establishment. More often hunting, grazing, collection of
plants, mushrooms, and dead branches are allowed, while taboos are mainly connected with the trees themselves. Sacred forests display nowadays a newly emerged
value for biodiversity conservation and they can serve as a locally adapted exemplar
of successful historical conservation systems.





Keywords Sacred Natural Sites Old growth forests Northern Pindos National
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Introduction

Sacred Natural Sites (SNS) have been deﬁned as areas with special signiﬁcance to
people and communities (Oviedo and Jeanrenaud 2007). Sacred sites can be the
home of gods, places related with spiritually signiﬁcant historical events or people,
or places of worship, expressing a unique sense or spirit of place (Antrop 2005;
Dudley and Higgins-Zogib 2012). They are often associated with temples, shrines,
mosques, churches, pilgrimage trails, or epiphanies of the divine in natural features
(Verschuuren et al. 2010). Their sacredness is often related with a foreboding
expressed as a taboo that prevents their exploitation for private use. Because sacred
sites have been managed as protected areas they have been recognized as the
world’s oldest conservation systems (Dudley et al. 2009).
SNS exist all over the world. In spite of the common Christian view of sacred
nature as idolatry (Dudley and Higgins-Zogib 2012; Frascaroli 2013), in Greece
there are well-known examples of Christian Orthodox SNS such as the rock pillars
of Meteora (Lyratzaki 2007) and the monastic community of Mt Athos (Papayannis
2007). However, spirituality is also expressed on a smaller scale by outlying
churches and their emblematic trees or groves that magically encircle or mark
village boundaries with the power of the cross (Stara et al. 2012). Such sacred sites
often specify liminal or dangerous places, boundaries, signiﬁcant routes, important
resources, or drinkable water (Nixon 2006). SNS also denote concrete ways of
managing local resources through religious rules (i.e., Anderson et al. 2005;
Chandran and Hughes 2000; Sharma et al. 1999; Virtanen 2002; Watley and Colfer
2004). In historical contexts where religious institutions were closely connected
with political authorities, the term “sacred” functioned as a synonym for a
community-based management of common resources though social taboos (Byers
et al. 2001; Rutte 2011). Religion can attach sacred values to speciﬁc resources
regulating their use by means of threats of punishments of a supernatural character
for the trespassers (Colding and Folke 2001; Rutte 2011).
In this paper, we present the natural and cultural characteristics of 16 representative sacred forests in the mountains of Epirus in North West Greece that serve
as exemplars for managing natural resources and conserving ecosystems through
religious rules.

15.2

Materials and Methods

15.2.1 Description of the Study Area
Our study areas include the municipalities of Zagori and Konitsa, in the Pindos range
of NW Greece. These areas flourished under Ottoman occupation (1479–1912) but
nowadays are among the least populated areas of Greece. Mt Grammos (2520 m)
deﬁnes the northern limit, while Mt Smolikas (2637 m), the second highest mountain
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of Greece, is located to the east. The Katára (literally “accursed”) pass, near
Métsovo, and newly constructed Egnatia highway demarcate the southern boundary,
while the long ridge of Mt Mitsikeli completes the square to the west.
Our research area encloses a large diversity of mountains, including rough terrain with steep rocky slopes, scree-slopes, escarpments, and ravines of the hard
limestone or erodible flysch and ophiolite that develop into badlands. The deep
gorges and steep valleys of the Vikos, Voidomatis, and Aoos rivers created suitable
shelter during the ice ages with flourishing microhabitats that still host a great
biodiversity of flora and fauna that feature many endemic or rare species of Europe.
Descending from the alpine and subalpine anthropogenic meadows above tree limit,
Bosnian and black-pine forests (Pinus heldreichii and P. nigra) in the form of open
wood pastures give way to dense ﬁr, beech, and oak forests (Abies x borisii-regis,
Fagus sylvatica, Quercus spp) mixed with several other broadleaved species.
Pastoral woodlands and open scrublands created a diverse cultural landscape
dominated by rangelands until recently but now, due to land abandonment, the
landscape is mainly dominated by young mixed broadleaved forest and dense
schlerophyllus scrublands. The recent homogenization of the vegetation has also
hidden the mosaic of cultivated terraces, shredded oakeries, orchards, rivulet gardens, and extended overgrazed bushland near most mountain villages.
The local identities of the various peoples who came to this area are imprinted on
the landscape through the long interaction between people and Nature. Descending
again from the mountain peaks to the lowlands in Zagori, but focusing on people
this time; we ﬁrst see the summer pastures above the tree line corresponding to
pastoral transhumant Sarakatsani, who started to use the land from the eighteenth
century. After the Second World War (WWII) many of these people settled permanently in the villages of the area (Campbell 1964). In the oak vegetation zone of
the central and west parts of Zagori, where most of the villages are located, the
landscape presents relics of the characteristic mosaic of permanent mountain settlements. The inhabitants of that area were initially settled agriculturalists. From the
seventeenth century men started to immigrate to Europe, Africa, and America. That,
in combination with the privileges that Zagorians enjoyed during the period of the
Ottoman occupation, has resulted in an impressive prosperity that is still visible in
the settlements and landscape. From the thirteenth century south and south-east
Zagori (Vlachozágoro) was occupied by the linguistically distinct Vlach transhumant pastoral community. Today the forested areas of south-east Zagori are
inhabited by settled Vlachs, still known as “woodcutters.”
As far as the area of Konitsa is concerned, there is also a quite clear correspondence between ecological zones and cultural unities. The high mountain pastures are occupied by Vlach transhumant pastoralists who spend their summer time
in the villages of Aetomilitsa (on Grammos Mt) and Fourka (on Smolikas Mt) and
move to the plains of Thessaly and Macedonia for the winter time. What mostly
characterizes these communities from an ecological point of view are the customary
practices of managing collective resources on the basis of a balance between human
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population, animals, and the available pastures, which belong to the whole community. Sedentary Vlachs reside also in the Aoos valley in a cluster of settlements
lined up along the river, which developed historically their own distinctive local
culture based on forestry and agriculture, with complementary domestic animal
husbandry. The lowland in the zone between the settlements and the river is cultivated; in the past the zone of the cultivated land used to extend to the north of the
settlements. Above the settlements there are also zones of preserved woodland and
thickets, as well as pastures, and further away forests, which constitute an important
factor of the local economy. In the past this population specialized also in crafts and
professions related to forests such as sawyers and tar-dealers.
As to the Sarantaporos valley, it is a unity which specialized historically in crafts
(stone masonry, painting-hagiography, wood carving, carpentry), that is why all
these villages are called mastorohória (literally “craftsmanvillages”). Occupying
the oak zone, these communities were initially agropastoral. At some historical
moment their male population turned to technical specialization (eighteenth–nineteenth century) due to demographic and economical hardship. This phenomenon
started to decline at the end of the nineteenth century and disappeared in the
second-half of the twentieth century.
Another unit is formed by the villages of the Konitsa plain, which combine
agriculture with animal husbandry. These villages used to belong to local beys in
Ottoman times, but after their liberation they became free and developed a local
economy based on small holdings plus a small-scale domestic animal husbandry.
People from the town of Konitsa itself own also land in the plain, which was
distributed to them by the state (a large part of them are Asia Minor refugees that
settled in Konitsa in 1923). The town of Konitsa itself constitutes the administrative, commercial, and cultural center of the municipality. Konitsa has always been a
center and a crossing. It has been a place of cultural input, where various cultural
elements met, and has functioned as a channel for the osmosis among different
people and cultures. To all this the well-known bazaar played a central role
(Nitsiakos 2008).
National laws and presidential or ministerial edicts protect part of the cultural
heritage of the area, mainly Byzantine and post-Byzantine monuments, private, or
public buildings or entire settlements. Infrastructure related to the network of
transportation (bridges, stone-paved lanes) or with pre-industrial agriculture (water
mills, threshing floors) that date back as far as the ﬁfteenth century also constitute
characteristic examples of local architecture. Moreover, the area is well known for
its high ecological value and has a great conservation importance. Therefore, it is
protected by several Greek and European laws and part of it has been designated as
the National Forest of Pindus (1966), the National Forest of Vikos-Aoos (1973), the
biogenetic reserve of Pindos (1976), the Northern Pindos National Park (2005), the
Vikos-Aoos UNESCO Geopark (2010), and includes eleven NATURA 2000 sites:
Special Protected Areas (SPAs) for bird conservation and Sites of Community
Importance (SCIs) for habitat and species protection.
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15.2.2 The Study on the Sacred Natural Sites of Epirus
The study of the SNS of Epirus started in 2000 and was initially involved 23
villages in Zagori (Stara et al. 2015a). Work resumed in 2012 through an interdisciplinary research programme based at the University of Ioannina
(THALIS-SAGE 2012–2015 “Conservation through Religion: the Sacred Forests of
Epirus”). Our aim was the study of sacred forests as an effective conservation
system and their bio-cultural value, focusing not only in their cultural and spiritual
value, but also in their biodiversity importance using as criteria groups of organisms
depending on mature trees such as lichens, birds, bats, fungi, saproxylic insects and
soil biodiversity (Read 2000; Rackham 2006).
Through extensive archival and ethnographic research and ﬁeldwork, we located
the SNS of every village, but we orientated our study on forests excluding isolated
mature trees or small groves in church yards. We asked people to tell us about the
reasons of maintenance of their sacred forests, their history, ritual activities,
supernatural guardians, accepted and non-acceptable uses, taboos, and stories
relating to trespassing in these forests. We conﬁrmed people’s narratives in community archives and we visited the forests accompanied with locals where possible.
In order to create common research areas for different scientiﬁc disciplines,
including colleagues who studied biodiversity in detail, we chose a subset of the
sacred forests of the area using as ﬁrst priority criteria their classiﬁcation in different
geographic and cultural units (Fig. 15.1). This covered most of the diversity
existing in the area, inasmuch as we chosed at least one representative forest from
each geographic-cultural unit (Fig. 15.2; Table 15.1).
We selected forests that were bigger than 4.5 ha applying also a rough criterion
of 70 % tree cover, excluding those that were open woodland pastures in the past,
with an exception if this vegetation type was only represented in this form. In
addition we chose representatives of at least one of all vegetation types existing in
the area. Good preservation status was also considered, as some sacred forests have
been partly destroyed. Sacred forest boundaries based on ethnographical and
archival research were later identiﬁed and mapped by the use of orthorectiﬁed aerial
photographs of the year 1945, which is the oldest complete set of aerial photographs
in the area.
During our visit to each forest we recorded the geology and bedrock type,
checked for the presence of landslides, fallen rocks, water, and springs and noted
also vegetation type, forest structure, past, and recent uses, existing buildings or
other artifacts. We deﬁned their recent and older borders in as much detail as
possible. A rapid biodiversity survey was focused on easily identiﬁable large
mammals and raptors. All data were entered into a GIS environment for further
analysis (topography, inclination, etc.).
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Fig. 15.1 Location of the research area and the selected 16 characteristic sacred forests in Konitsa
and Zagori municipalities in Epirus, NW Greece

15.3

Results and Discussion

15.3.1 The Sacred Commons
All different cultural units in the area preserve sacred forests and used religion as a
strategy to control management during the Ottoman occupation. In that period these
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Fortress
Non sunny
Thicket

Slope

Santa Paraskevi
Saint Charalampos
Ditch

Meadow
Small meadows
Common land

Meadow

Virgin’s forest

Protected forest
Protected forest
Virgin’s forest
Protected forest

Forest name (in
English)

Mikro
Pápingo
Kapésovo
Káto Pediná
Greveníti

Vovoússa
Mesovoúni
Mólista

Vrysochóri
Vítsa
Palioséli

Manassí

Elaphótopos

Kónitsa
Mázi
Aidonochóri
Chioniádes

Town/Village

Table 15.1 Physical characteristics of the 16 sacred forests of our study

CW Zagori
CW Zagori
East Zagori

Konitsa, Aoos valley
CW Zagori
Konitsa, Sarantaporos
valley
CW Zagori

East Zagori, Aoos valley
CW Zagori
Konitsa, Aoos valley

Konitsa plain
Konitsa plain
Konitsa plain
Konitsa, Sarantaporos
valley
Central-West
(CW) Zagori
CW Zagori

Cultural/Geographic unit

Stinking, Grecian
junipers
Broadleaved oak
Prickly oak
Beech, mixed
broadleaved

Black pine
Broadleaved oak
Black pine

Broadleaved oak
Broadleaved oak
Black pine

Mixed broadleaved

Prickly oak

Black pine
Broadleaved oak
Mixed broadleaved
Mixed broadleaved

Vegetation type

23.6
10.3
117.2

28.23

6.80
17.02
43.29

10.40
4.90
22.40

53.7

29.10

115.70
10.40
19.80
41.30

Area
(ha)

1200–
1550
950–1170
848–963
1060–
1380

1000–
1400
930–1150
917
1100–
1340
980–1070
530–600
880–1220

760–1600
560–645
715–960
1120–
1300
660–890

Altitude
(m)
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mountain communities enjoyed privileges and a kind of “autonomy” from the
Ottomans, while the Church found herself in the special position to substitute political
power and judicature (Mihailaris 2004). Local authorities comprehending the
importance of forests, especially in cases where these could be used as protective
wood belts against natural hazards, decided on their protection with the support of
religion as supernatural guardian. Supernatural fears, based on pre-Christian beliefs of
nature-spirits (Stara 2012a), coalesced in the idea of a dangerous and powerful sacred,
which aided the political power to enforce, among the members of a closed society,
conformity of moral respect toward common important resources, such as forests. As
conceptualized elements sacred forests functioned also as cultural codes (Colding and
Folke 2001) that could protect social order, secure the prosperity of the community,
delineate admissible relations between its members and deﬁne categories such as good
and bad, inside and outside, safe, and dangerous (Douglas 1966).
Our archival work revealed communal agreements, which prove that some
sacred forests used to be private land that belonged to different villagers. Narratives
enforce such decisions as people often refer to toponyms that indicate property
rights of certain villagers inside the sacred forests. Moreover, existence of private
trees inside the sacred forests, such as sweet chestnuts that ex-owners of the land are
allowed to harvest, are indirect indicators that such areas were once private land.

15.3.2 The Names
Sacred forests are refereed to with the same term ierá in Greek literature, but in
spoken language the preferred general term is klisiast(i)ká, which are literally those
belonging to the Church. Another synonym is vakoúﬁka, from the Turkish vakuf,
which signiﬁes a bequest from which the income should be used for public beneﬁt
(Moutafchieva 1988).
Many sacred forests are named kourí or with syncope kri with the meaning of a
piece of forest kept as protected with the potential to be used as a reserve for community needs or Church income. Other sacred forests are called livádia (in plural).
Livádi literally means meadow, but our ﬁeld research revealed that these areas do not
have the typical appearance of an open grassland. On the contrary they are woodlands, which function as protective wood belts above villages. Therefore, we relate
the etymology of the world with the ancient Greek livás (literally “water drop”) (Stara
and Tsiakiris 2010). Moreover, the Palioseli village sacred forest is named mereáo
(miriye in Turkish, meriás in Greek) and means the public land (Moutafchieva 1988).
When the forest is dedicated to a church that is found in its vicinity, the protector
saint gives his or her name not only to the sacred forest, but also to the terrain
around it. This expresses the domestication of the land, the protection by the saint,
and the subjugation of the forces of nature to the spiritual power of the holy
personage to which the site is dedicated (Nixon 2006; Stewart 1991). Other sacred
forests take their names from the salient features of the landform, following the
classical rules of landscape onomatopoieia (Martin 1995).
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15.3.3 The Physical Characteristics of the Sacred Forests
Most sacred forests are located above villages and with a size of no more than 50 ha
(Table 15.1). Most mountain villages of the area are located in the altitudinal zone
where oak forests grow. Accordingly, most selected sacred forests are dominated by
mixed broadleaved woodlands consisted mainly by broadleaved oaks (Q. pubescens,
Q. frainetto, Q. trojana, Q. cerris), while mixed broadleaves have also a big percentage, with maples (Acer monspesulanum, A. obtusatum), horbeams (Carpinus
orientalis, Ostrya carpinifolia) being the commonest trees reaching the crown of
these forests. Monumental trees of beeches, black pines, and junipers (Juniperus
foetidissima, J. excelsa) can be found in respective forests. Thus, the biggest prickly
oaks (Q. coccifera) in the wider area are to be found only in SNS in the vicinity of the
villages in the lower altitudes. Dendrochronology is underway for the oldest trees in
the above forests, but many old trees are aging more than 200 years, while there are
examples of trees (junipers, oaks, black pines) older than 350 years (Aris Kyparissis
and Valentino Marini Govigli, personal comm.; Sarris 2008).
Two sacred forests are exceptionally large: the beech forest above Greveniti
village (117.2 ha) and the black-pine forest above Konitsa town (115.7 ha) according
to their borders shown in the aerial photographs of year 1945. While most of the 16
selected sacred forests are located above 1000 m this of Konitsa and the unique
juniper forest of Mikro Papingo reach the highest altitudes (1600 and 1550 m,
respectively). Konitsa town sacred forest has the widest range of all, starting from
760 m altitude just above the last houses and reaching the top of the steep slope that
hangs above the town. By contrast, the abandoned village of Mesovouni has the
lowest sacred forest (of broadleaved oak) starting at just 530 m altitude.
Inclination of the bedrock, which was mainly limestone or sometimes flysch, was
in most cases very steep and our ﬁeld survey revealed that rockfalls, landslides, and
even snow avalanches are not rare phenomena and are imprinted in the forest history.
In certain cases, as in Manassi village, rockfalls destroyed recently a church inside
the forest, while in Palioseli village rolling rocks have been found to have stricken
the standing trees and these were later stabilized by local people. Landslides even
today frequently destroy roads, bridges, and infrastructure mainly in the Eastern
Zagori, such as the destruction of buildings in Greveniti village (2013), where the
most extensive sacred beech forest is found. It was not a surprise to ﬁnd that most
sacred forests also host springs, rivulets, or even water reservoirs.
Our detailed biodiversity survey has not ﬁnished yet, but our visits to the ﬁeld so
far reveal that all sacred forests serve as breeding sites of raptorial species, especially
sort toed eagle (Circaetus gallicus) and honey buzzard (Pernis apivorus) that seem
to prefer those forests, while evidence of the presence of tawny owl (Stix aluco) was
found in most cases. This was expected, as raptors in general show site ﬁdelity and
those forest patches were probably the only breeding sites containing enough big
trees and having less disturbance in the near past. Bio-indicators conﬁrmed the
presence of the brown bear (Ursus arctos) also in all the sacred forests we visited.
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15.3.4 The Ritual and Other Praxes
Dedication to a church and most often to the church of the village patron, even if it
lies in village’s center or in the vicinity of the forest, was the commonest praxis to
divide sacred from secular land. Interestingly aphorismós (excommunication) was
also often used as a sanctiﬁcation practice. Excommunication in the ﬁrst Christian
centuries constituted a pure ecclesiastical punishment visited on people. However,
during the fourteenth–eighteenth century the practice was extended to applications in
private issues of economic or social nature. In that context it could be used as an
abstract threat, capable of stigmatizing someone (e.g., a trespasser on a sacred forest)
with exclusion from the Church, its mysteries and social events related to religious
life. Moreover, it could impose to trespassers and their generation a cursed live and
damn their souls to the heritage of eternal hell (Mihailaris 2004). Locals recall an
atmosphere of intense religiosity and fear. The ceremony was implemented ad loc, at
the edge of the forest, singing certain curse psalms of David (e.g., Ps 58, Ps 109),
ringing the bell, holding black candles, using an upside down cauldron, and generally reversing the regular order of things. Use might even be made of the number of
priests that announced the excommunication. Numbers three and seven especially
strengthened its force and this is the reason why some excommunicated forests are
called eftapápada (literally excommunicated by seven priests) (Stara 2012b).
Dedication and excommunication were not mutually exclusive. On the contrary,
excommunication, and in some cases also communal agreements, could be used to
enforce dedication. After the establishment of the modern Greek state, excommunication gave way to new forms of Modern European Justice and communal agreements
were addressed to the Forestry Service, which published special forestry regulations
for the management of the sacred forests. However, locals continued to relate regulations to taboos associated with the supernatural guardians of the sacred forests.

15.3.5 The Supernatural Guardians of the Sacred Forests
The Virgin Mary (Panagía), Saint Nicholas (Ai Nikólas), Santa Paraskevi (Agíα
Paraskeví or Stavínere in Vlach), and Saint Charalampos (Ai Charálampos) act in the
sacred forests as the intermediaries between the God and people. St. Paraskevi is one
of the dragon-killer saints, the protector of fountains in local culture, thus we expect
her appearance in sacred forests, where aquifer protection is likely to be among their
services. St. Nikolas is protector of travelers in folk religion and thus beloved to
Epirus where every family had migrant sons (Stara et al. 2015as). However his spring
celebration [May 20th, relics translation to Bari-Italy, which is one of the most
important pilgrimage centers of St. Nikolas in Europe (Ševčenko 1983)], also coincides with the period that transhumant shepherd families return from winter to
summer pastures and this is accompanied with passage rites such as food offerings. In
the sacred forest of St. Nicholas in Vitsa village this date used to regulate the opening
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of the wood pasture for the village livestock, allowing it to graze the sacred forest just
after Service and celebrations in situ until the end of the season.
In cases of trespassing, saints anger or supernatural power of curses in the form
of punishments could range from warnings to severe consequences. An instant
freezing of the hand that goes to cut the sacred wood, a snake appearing or an
accident during cutting are common saint’s warnings. After the sacred contagion,
saints can appear in trespassers dreams and oblige them to return what they have
taken back to the forest where it belongs, or cause them delayed maladies, bring
about severe accidents or even sudden death. This could be to wrong-doer himself
or to innocent members of his family or his animals (Stara et al. 2012).
In the case of excommunication, negative examples characters who had not feared
the anger of God were invoked: the lepers of Giezi (2 Kings 5: 26–27), the gibbet of
Judas (Acts 1: 18), the tragic end of Dathan and his family (Old Testament, Book of
Numbers 16:31). Apart from material calamities those coming into contact with
excommunicated forest might also be denied care and prayers for their dead body
increasing possibilities of an unfavorable fate at the Day of Judgement. As with all
Orthodox punishments, excommunication aimed at the moral improvement of trespassers and their reintroduction at the Church community. Thus, there was no formal
ﬁx imposition, in order to do not discourage the sinner from breaking away from the
flock, eternally excommunicated from the Orthodox faith (Mihailaris 2004).

15.3.6 Reasons of Protection and Maintenance
of the Sacred Forests
Pindos geology and the inherent vulnerability of the landscape (Bailey et al. 1998),
in combination with the high precipitation of West Greece and the long harsh
winters, makes protection of settlements compulsory. Frequently landslides and
torrents and sometimes avalanches cause severe damage to buildings and roads
even today. It is well known that forests have a protective character against natural
hazards due to the barrier effect of standing and fallen trees (Volkwein et al. 2011).
Our ethnographic and ﬁeld research conﬁrmed this protective function of sacred
forests against natural hazards. Additionally, these protective sacred forests often
hosted rivulets and springs, regulating runoff precipitation, and replenishing village
aquifers (see also Chandran and Hughes 2000).
Other sacred forests were protected as reserves in case of need. Evergreen
prickly oaks especially, could serve as winter fodder preventing livestock starvation
during a long harsh winter. In such cases the community controlled harvesting
though communal agreements with a certain fee being paid to the Church. Sacred
Forests could also provide an income for the Church and serve the community’s
everyday requirements, such as ﬁrewood for or the school, the church during the
service or the priest when he had no property in the village.
Sacred forests might exceptionally even give their timber for the beneﬁt of the
community. In such a case, the rule of protection could change easily particularly
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when the reasons were purely religious, as seen in other societies (Chandran and
Hughes 2000). An oral tradition from village Megalo Papingo says that the protective
juniper forest of this village gave its timber for the construction of the central church.
As this forest was just above the village reasons of security against erosion required its
replantation with black pines by the Forestry Department in 1959 (Stara 2000). But
religious use was not the only exception. For example, part of the forest of Gradista in
Kapesovo village was clear-cut when benefactors brothers Paschali decided to ﬁnance
the construction of the famous Pascháleios School in Kapesovo (1864). Gradista was
dedicated to village patron St Nicholas, excommunicated and guarded with communal agreements. Local authorities decided to use its wood to co-ﬁnance the project
indirectly for exporting timber and lime, necessary for the completion of the works.
Similarly in 1925 the community council of Elaphótopos village decided the establishment of a limekiln in the village’s sacred forest dedicated to the Virgin, in order to
repair the council hall and the schools of the village. However, the lime kiln ultimately
never worked, due to a series of tragic events that befell the promoter of the project and
his family, which contributed decisively to its cancellation. To this day, the inhabitants
of Elaphótopos link this tragedy with the wrath of the Virgin, falling mercilessly on
those who went messing with her forest (Stara 2009).
Other practical reasons for protection have been also been mentioned by locals,
such as the use of the bigger trees as stálos (literally livestock shelter from sun in heat
of the summer). Locals refer also to aesthetics relating to visual aspects and the
beauty that a forest provides in the landscape and annual celebrations associated with
forests that surround outlying churches. Moreover historical reasons were offered,
such as exemption from Ottoman taxes or the potential of the forest to act as a
shelter, given recent memories from the WWII.
Lastly, many outlying churches related to sacred forests, constitute formerly
central churches of abandoned now settlements. Such sacred forests attach in many
cultures taboos that control access and behavior (Chouin 2002). The more the place is
used as a sacred place, like, e.g., St Nicholas sacred forest in Vitsa’s abandoned village
where a local bequest ﬁnances annual celebrations, the more protected is the sacred
forest. By contrast, when a church is abandoned its forest is gradually neglected.

15.3.7 Conservation Practices—Accepted and not Accepted
Uses
Thus, the effective conservation practice is case dependent and is related to the
reasons of establishment and maintenance for every sacred forest in Epirus. They
can vary from strict protection to controlled management (Table 15.2).
When a church foundation and sacred forest foundation is rationalized as epiphany of the divine, which is a common occurrence in our study area (Stara et al.
2015as), protection is strict. This is the case of the sacred forest of St. Paraskevi in
Vovoússa, preserved for ceremonial reasons according to local beliefs. St. Paraskevi
is the miraculous village patron who guards and protects the village and its
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K(ou)rí stin
Panagiá

Kourí

K(ou)rí tis
Panagiás

Livádi

4

5

6

Kourí

2

3

Kourí

1

Forest name
(in Greek)
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Manassí

Elaphótopos

Chioniádes

Aidonochóri

Mázi

Kónitsa

Town/Village

Unknown, in the
interviews it is
referred as
vakoúﬁko

Dedication,
communal
agreements

Dedication

Dedication

Communal
agreements. Only
the name refers to
religious practices
Dedication,
communal
agreements

Ritual praxis

Reserve, Ottoman taxes exclusion
management for Church and
Community income

Protective wood belt, protection of
water aquifer, livestock shelter from
sun

–

Forest of an abandoned monastery
according to the tradition. Annual
celebration is alive
Protective wood belt, protection of
water aquifer, worship, aesthetics

Virgin Mary

St. Paraskevi

Virgin Mary

Protective wood belt, protection of
water aquifer, livestock shelter from
sun in heat of the summer (stálos),
aesthetics

Protective wood belt, aesthetics

–

Virgin Mary,
old village’s
patron

Protection reasons

Protector saint

Table 15.2 Cultural characteristics of the 16 sacred forests of our study

Protection of mature trees. Grazing
and dead wood collection was
accepted. Cutting for poles is reported
as trespassing. The report of a lime
kiln in the forest edge indicates heavy
management in the past. Today the
forest is fenced and grazing is illegal
Protection of mature trees in the
view shed of the church.
Abandonment of the place is obvious
Strict protection. Shredding is
reported as trespassing. Mature trees
around the church have been cut
recently for safety reasons, the
income saved for the church
Controlled management. Protection
of mature trees in the view shed of the
icon stand. Controlled grazing, acorn
collection, shredding, cutting for
poles or fuel wood, charcoal or lime
kilns are reported
Protection of mature trees. Grazing
and dead wood collection was
accepted. Shredding is reported as
trespassing
(continued)

Protection of mature trees. Cutting
of fuel wood during WWII is reported
as trespassing
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Mereáo

Agía
Paraskeví

10

Livadákia

8

9

Livádi

7

Forest name
(in Greek)

Vovoússa

Palioséli

Vítsa

Vrysochóri

Town/Village

Table 15.2 (continued)

Dedication

Excommunication,
communal
agreements

Dedication,
communal
agreements

Dedication

Ritual praxis

St. Paraskevi,
village’s
patron

–

St.
Charalampos,
village’s
central church
St. Nicholas,
old village’s
patron

Protector saint

Worship. The location of the church
in a hill by the river was chosen
through epiphany by the saint’s icon
herself. Possibly the forested hill is
associated with the flow of Aoos river
on hill foot St Pararaskevi’s fountain,
and the protection of bridges and
other infrastructures related to the
river

Protective wood belt, protection of
water aquifer. Narratives tell that the
oaks inside the forest have been
planted to support the forest’s
protective character

Forest of the abandoned village
according to the tradition, annual
celebration is alive

Protective wood belt

Protection reasons
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(continued)

Strict protection. Collection of dead
wood and shrubs for bon ﬁres was
accepted. Grassing is reported as
trespassing
Protection of mature trees.
Collection of dead wood and
controlled grazing after the 20th of
May and until the end of the season.
The place is well preserved
Protection of mature trees.
Occasional grazing and cutting for
fuel wood are reported as trespassing.
Timber cutting for the construction of
a bridge during the WWII is reported
as mandatory
Strict protection. Even hunting and
wild honey collections are not
accepted. For recent path repairing
and safety reasons selected trees cut,
but trunks remain on site
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Agios
Charálampos

Tráfos

Plái

Gradísta

Anília

Toúfa

11

12

13

14

15
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16

Greveníti

Káto Pediná

Kapésovo

Pápingo

Mólista

Mesovoúni

Excommunication

Dedication,
communal
agreements

Dedication,
excommunication,
communal
agreements (1842,
1957)

Excommunication

Excommunication

Dedication

Protected wood belt, reserve for
winter fodder, livestock shelter from
sun, aesthetics

Protective wood belt above village,
protection of water aquifer. Villagers
used the forest as a shelter during the
WWII when Nazi burned their village

–

Reserve for community public works
and later management for Church’s
income, Ottoman taxes exclusion,
village protection from the north
wind, livestock shelter from sun

Protective wood belt, livestock
shelter from sun

Protective wood belt, protection of
water aquifer, Ottoman taxes
exclusion

Forest of the abandoned village
according to the tradition, annual
celebration is alive

St. Nicholas

St. Nicholas,
village’s
patron

–

St.
Charálampos,
old village’s
patron
–

Protection reasons

Protection of mature trees in the
view shed of the church and in the
fenced churchyard. Abandonment of
the place is notable
Strict protection. Occasional grazing
and shredding are reported as
trespassing. Villagers used the forest
as a shelter during the WWII
Protection of mature trees. Grazing
was accepted, occasional cut for fuel
wood or poles is reported as
trespassing
Protection of mature trees. Grazing
was accepted. Part of the oaks cut for
the construction of the village school
in 1864. After that controlled
collection of dead wood and shrubs
was accepted. Frequent shredding
and cutting for fuel wood is reported
as trespassing
Protection of mature trees.
Collection of dead wood and shrubs
for bon ﬁres, cutting for poles and
grassing were accepted. Shredding, is
reported as trespassing
Strict protection. Occasional
collection of dead wood and shrubs is
reported as trespassing

Protection practices

Forest name
(in Greek)

Protector saint

Table 15.2 (continued)

Ritual praxis
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Fig. 15.2 Management of sacred forests can vary from strict protection to controlled intensive
management: a. Vovoússa village, black pine forest, strictly protected for ritual reasons,
b. Greveniti village, beech forest strictly protected, excommunicated as protective wood belt
c. Mikro Pápingo village, juniper wood pasture excommunicated as protective wood belt,
d. Elaphótopos village, prickly oak forest dedicated to the Virgin and protected as village’s reserve
and for Church’s income.

inhabitants. Many deaths are associated with trespassing in her sacred forest;
therefore even harvests, such as hunting, collecting of bees or the cultivation of the
land in the forest foothills, are avoided. Permitted actions are limited to the renovation of the church and the maintenance of the trail, which has been done with
minimum interventions aimed at ensuring safe access for visitors.
In most sacred forests, hunting and collection of dead wood, acorns, mushrooms
and other non-timber wood products (NTWPs) is allowed. Grazing in most cases is
allowed freely or for certain time periods, expect from protective forests in very
steep slopes. Shredding is not allowed, but it is reported occasionally as trespassing:
in evergreen prickly oak forests it is done for winter emergency fodder, while mixed
broadleaved forests trespassers during spring and summer are seeking fresh fodder
for kids and lambs of their flocks.
In all forests, prohibitions are related with mature trees. However, as we have
already mentioned, controlled management could permit even timber cutting for
necessary public works or intense management such as in the extreme case of
Elaphótopos village where even cutting for the establishment of a lime kiln to
contribute to Church’s income might be allowed. However any intervention was
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avoided within sight of the small icon stand. As a result, today difference between
the spiritual center and the borders of the sacred forest are obvious in forest
structure.
Regarding the breaking of these rules, some tolerance was extended to the
members of lower social strata who when trespassing were asking for God’s mercy,
Church’s help and community’s charity. As a consequence a looser morality was
reserved for them, who as an internally distinct social unit, were expected to pay
with misfortune their failings (Stara 2009).

15.4

Sacred Natural Forests in Modern Times

Since the WWII, changing patterns of land use and population decline have had a
dramatic effect on the social structure, management practices, and cultural landscapes of the area, as happened generally in most mountains of Greece. The same
forces that threaten the cultural landscape of mountainous Greece, threaten also its
sacred elements. Abandonment, collapse of local management systems and the
indifference of state authorities has caused many SNS derelict, forgotten and left to
be swallowed up by the natural succession that, right across the Mediterranean is

Fig. 15.3 Outlying icon stands and crosses, here in Aoos valley villages in Konitsa, mark paths to
churches, or remind people borders of sacred areas. Often they consist of directed devotions
(támata) that are offered in return of gratitude to saints
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transforming the diverse cultural mosaic into impenetrable scrubland, prone to ﬁre
(Koutsias et al. 2012). Old beliefs and taboos are often neglected, not only by locals
hungry for “progress,” but also by many Church authorities who stigmatize them as
superstitions. Despite this, considerable respect for sacred areas endures in many
local communities and constitutes an important part of people’s sense of identity
(Fig. 15.3).

15.5

Conclusions

Today Sacred Forests are recognized as the world’s oldest form of nature protection. Their cultural value and their contribution to ecosystem services are well
understood. Some sacred forests, especially those with a clear and current protective
character against natural hazards, remain stable over time, but others are in danger
of losing their meaning because of land abandonment and changing community
practices. The most characteristic such examples are the prickly oak sacred forests.
Although these forests still protect soil and have aesthetic value, they are losing
their value as livestock shelter or last-resources fodder for hard winters, because of
the reduced goat numbers and replacement of prickly oak foliage by hay (Stara
et al. 2015).
The rise of environmental concerns and ecological awareness in the last two
decades have recast SNS as key and secure areas of biodiversity conservation
(Dudley 2009). This brings into play a new dimension in the values of SNS all over
the world. However, in the mountainous regions of Epirus as in other parts of the
Mediterranean, modern ideas about ecological value are not easily accepted by local
communities or local authorities. Thus, we could say that these SNS contribute to a
large, unrecognized “shadow” conservation network. Biodiversity conservation
adds a new value for many forgotten sacred forests and could potentially enforce
their acceptance in modernity. However, it is important for local communities to be
able to tell their story of protection of old growth forests as successful local means
of protection that though established in the distant past preserve their sacred
character and continue to hold the sense of spirituality in modern times.
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